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TTThhheee   CCCrrrooowwwnnn   DDDeeevvvooonnn   PPPaaagggooodddaaa   PPPaaatttttteeerrrnnn   
 

The English have long been fascinated with the Orient, and for more than 
200 years oriental design has influenced the tastes and decorative trends 
of the British, particularly the upper classes. In the 18th and 19th centuries, 
many stately homes in England hosted a ‘Chinese Room’, with rich 
furnishings, silk wallpaper, lacquered furniture and Chinese themes.  
 
Perhaps one of the most eccentric reflections of orientalism was the 
Royal Pavilion at Brighton. Redesigned as an oriental edifice in around 
1825, the palace's unique style blended various forms of Asian exoticism, 
combining Chinese-style interior decorations with gilded dragons, carved 
palm trees and imitation bamboo staircases. The revival of orientalism in 
the early twentieth century, therefore, was yet another expression of a 
long cultural and design tradition.  
  

Thomas Turner is credited with the introduction of the generic Willow blue-over-white Chinese 
pattern in 1790 at the Caughley Pottery Works in Shropshire.  In the early twentieth century, the 
Wedgwood designer, Daisy Makeig-Jones, appears to have inspired other potteries to follow the 
orientalist path.  Fieldings’ decision to produce a range of oriental wares was almost certainly 
influenced by Wedgwood’s success with the oriental imagery conceived by Makeig-Jones on some 
of her ‘Ordinary Lustre’ wares.  
 
Makeig-Jones’ treated her pots as canvases on which she created scenes 
from European or Oriental mythology. Her first designs appeared in 
1914 and a number were based on Chinese and Japanese themes, such as 
fish, dragons and hummingbirds.  
 
In the course of a decade and a half, Makeig-Jones created a remarkable 
variety of lustre ware designs for Wedgwood including that of the 
Willow patterns. The Willow pattern came in a range of rich lustred 
designs, one of which appears opposite. Carlton’s ‘Mikado and Crown 
Devon lustre Pagoda patterns are both very similar to the some of the 
lustre Willow patterns produced at Wedgwood’s Etruria pottery. 
Grimwades also produced a Pagoda series as early as the mid 1920s, but 
with designs quite dissimilar to Crown Devon and Cartonware. 
 
CCCrrrooowwwnnn   DDDeeevvvooonnn   PPPaaagggooodddaaa   

 
Prior to the release of the later pagoda 
lustre ware, the Crown Devon factory had 
had more than a passing flirtation with 
oriental patterns and designs. Pattern 1149, 
bearing the 1917 – 30 back stamp and 
dating from around 1921 featured a 
simpler pagoda design, the characteristics 
of which bear a remarkable similarity to 
later patterns in the lustrine and lustre 
series.  

 

Wedgwood ‘Willow’ Z5464 

Pattern 1149 

Brighton Royal Pavilion 

1927 Devon Ware Ginger 
Jar – dated by Reg number
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Another pagoda pattern, which has rarely surfaced, is that of the one shown to the right. The piece 
is a Devon Ware Fieldings Ginger Jar with the lid missing. The registration number indicates that 
it was produced in about 1927, thus pre-dating other patterns. The pattern on a blue matt ground is 
more free flowing and less detailed than most Pagoda styles. 

 
The first mention of lustre Pagoda in surviving pattern books 
appears in the Lustrine records. L 57 describes a pattern as 
“Pagoda; printed in black, coloured in green, dark green and 
oven blue; stippled in black; ruby ground. Registered in gold, 
tangerine lustre; best gold edge.” This pattern description fits 
the exquisite piece shown opposite, which came in a range of 
shapes including lamp bases. 
 
The Crown Devon lustre pattern 
that is popularly identified as 
Pagoda dates to around 1930. The 
Blue lustre ground would appear 
to have been the first produced, as 

the earliest examples show the 1917 – 30 back stamp together with 
the hand painted pattern number 2072.  
 
The pattern registers also show a ruby lustre version as L 78 with the 
1931 –65 back stamp, described thus, “As 2072; ruby lustre 
ground”. The ruby lustre pieces are quite uncommon and rarely 
surface. Some believe that some ruby lustre Pagoda pieces with the 
post 1930 back stamp without a pattern number may date from the 
thirties, however the existing records available do not verify this. 
  

As mentioned earlier, the design on the decoration is similar in style 
to that on the Carlton Ware ‘Mikado’ pattern that came to market 
several years earlier. The detective work is made easier when one 
considers the move from the Carlton factory to Crown Devon of 
designer Enoch Boulton in 1929, and this helps us follow the Pagoda 
trail through Mikado back to ‘Willow’.  
  
The Crown Devon Pagoda design appears in four basic variations. 
The full pattern features pagodas, islands, a covered junk on which a 
lone sailor sits, a zig-zag fence, turtle doves, flowers & shrubs, small 
islets appearing in the background and a group of three women in 
traditional Chinese dress. 
Note the high similarity 
between the tissue pattern 

overleaf and the L78 Ginger Jar opposite, whereas the 
pattern in the blue lustre above shows the birds in a 
different position. 
 
The second variation has pagodas standing on two 
islands joined by a bridge. Gilded and enamelled trees 
arch over the bridge, while a pair of turtledoves flies 
overhead. (In the later 5179/5180 patterns the 

Rare L78 Ruby Lustre Ginger 
Jar 

Pattern 2072 Vase: Note position 
of Turtledoves 

Lustrine Pagoda Pattern L57 

Original Tissue Transfer Paper for the Crown  
Devon Lustre Pagoda Pattern
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1930  pattern 2072 plate showing delicate 
enamelling over gild transfer around the 

rim 

Pagoda Pattern on a Matt Black Ground 

turtledoves fly within the arch of the trees as in the L78 and tissue transfer opposite.) These birds 
are explained by an old Staffordshire poem of earlier Willow patterns, which ends with the verse: 
"In the oft quoted plate two birds are perceived, High in the heaven above: These are the spirits of 
Chang and Kwang-se, A twin pair of ever in love".  

Chang and Kwang-se, according to Chinese mythology, were 
lovers who eloped to avoid Kwang-se’s marriage to a wealthy 
old merchant. Her father pursued and caught the lovers and was 
about to have them killed when the gods took pity and 
transformed them into a pair of turtledoves. 

There are two other smaller patterns employed as 
complementary decoration on larger pieces or as a stand-alone 
decoration on pieces that do not afford the space for the larger 
designs. One is a pagoda standing on a small island, while the 
other is a gilded and enamelled outcrop with enamelled foliage.  

Blue lustre Pagoda wares of the 1930s were all marked with 
the pattern number 2072. As a rule, the full pattern appeared 
on the medium and larger wares, usually accompanied by one 
of the minor patterns on the reverse, or secondary surface, of 
the piece. Objects, such as snuff and trinket boxes, side plates, 
miniatures, cups and saucers, displayed the smaller patterns. 

The 1930s was a high point of craftsmanship at the Crown 
Devon factory. Earlier problems with the durability of the 
lustres had been solved. The lustres had depth and brilliance 
balanced with an exquisite stippling effect. The gilding was 
both delicate and luxuriant and the colourful enamelling was 
of the highest quality and lightest touch, generously, but 
carefully, executed. 1930s wares also featured enamel 

embellishments on the gilded lacework around the rims or edges of the pieces.  

Yet another variation was to apply the Pagoda pattern on a 
matt black ground. The piece opposite is an eight-inch bowl, 
the shape of which was used in the 1930s for a range of lustre 
and other wares. It was manufactured in the late 1930s  

TTThhheee   111999555000sss   aaannnddd   666000sss   
 
Blue lustre wares from the 1950s are not so prevalent and are, 
arguably, a little more collectible. They have the 1931-65 back 
stamp and show the pattern number 5180. The most widely 
available Pagoda pieces on the market today are the post war 
Ruby lustre wares. These pieces have the 1931 – 65 back 
stamp with the hand painted pattern number 5179 on the base. 
Some pieces have the same back stamp but no pattern number.  

Chang and Kwang-se represented in the 
Pagoda Pattern as a pair of turtle doves
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1950s Full Pattern 5180 in 
Blue Lustre 

Teapot marked ‘Temple Garden 
1931-65 Back stamp 

The 1950s lustre ware products are not as fine as the earlier work of 
the late 1920s and 30s. Competition from imports and the higher 
post-war cost of labour demanded faster turnaround. The touch is 
heavier on the enamelling and there is less of it than in the 1930s 
patterns. The transfer gilding, however, can be quite intricate and 
eye-catching.  

In early post-war pieces stippling of the ruby and blue lustre grounds 
is still present but there appears little if any stippling in pieces of the 
later 1950s. The ground of later pieces is more like a coloured glaze 
than lustre. A spray of contrasting black on the base and rim of the 
pieces adds contrast on occasions. Only the larger pieces have the 
full pattern.  

The pagoda pattern also 
appeared as a coloured transfer design over a white glaze 
in the late 1950s, early 1960s.  The 1931-65 back stamp 
appears over which is a stamped ‘Temple Garden’.  The 
original Pagoda designs are used, but not to the same 
dramatic effect as the lustre pieces. 

In the later part of its long reign, the Pagoda pattern also 
appeared in Ruby Lustre as a plain gold transfer pattern, as 
shown in the Ginger Jar below right.  

Notwithstanding the differences in quality between the 1930s and 1950s pieces, the post war lustre 
Pagoda patterns must been viewed in the context of their time. They are still beautiful, eye-
catching pieces. The full Pagoda patterns and the interesting post-modernist shapes of many of the 
wares with the smaller patterns are very attractive collecting propositions. The hand enamelling 
and the elaborate gilded transfer work alone elevate them above the surfeit of run-of-the-mill 
transfer ware available at the time. 

The post war items are very popular, particularly those with innovative or interesting shapes. 
Ginger Jars are one of the most collectable wares, while novelty shapes, such as the ‘Shoe’ shape, 
double-horned shape and other post modern jugs, vases, dishes and lamp bases beg a place in the 
collector’s heart. 

 

Late 1950s Pagoda Pattern 5179 in Ruby Lustre 

Ruby Lustre Pagoda in Gold Transfer  


